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ABSTRACT 

Benjamin Niedermann* 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 

The usefulness oftechnieal drawings as weil as scientific illustrations 
such as medical drawings ofhuman anatomy essentially depends on 
the placement of labels that describe all relevant parts of the figure. 
In order to not spoil or clutter the figure with text, the labels are 
often placed around the figure and are associated by thin connecting 
lines to their features, respectively. This labeling technique is known 
as externailabel placement. 

In this paper we introduce a flexible and general approach for 
external label placement assuming a contour of the figure prescrib
ing the possible positions of the labels. While much research on 
external label placement aims for fast labeling procedures for inter
active systems, we focus on highest-quality illustrations. Based on 
interviews with domain experts and a semi-automatie analysis of 
202 handmade anatomieal drawings, we identify a set of 18 layout 
quality criteria, naturally not all of equal importance. We design a 
new geometric label placement algorithm that is based only on the 
most important criteria. Yet, other criteria can ftexibly be included in 
the algorithm, either as hard constraints not to be violated or as soft 
constraints whose violation is penalized by a general cost function . 
We formally prove that our approach yields labelings that satisfy all 
hard constraints and have minimum overall cost. Introducing sev
eral speedup techniques, we further demonstrate how to deploy our 
approach in practiee. In an experimental evaluation on real-world 
anatomieal drawings we show that the resulting labelings are of high 
quality and can be produced in adequate time. 

Index Terms: F.2.2 [Theory ofComputation]: Nonnumerical AI
gorithms and Problems-Geometrical problems and computations; 
1.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medieal Sciences- Medical 
information systems 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Atlases of human anatomy playamajor role in the education of 
medieal students and the teaching of medieal terminology. Such 
books contain a broad spectrum of filigree and detailed drawings 
of the human anatomy from different cutaway views. For example, 
the third volume of the popular human anatomy atlas Sobotta [21] 
contains about 1200 figures on 384 pages . Figure 1 is one of them 
showing a cross section of the human skull. The usefulness of the 
figures essentially relies on the naming of the illustrated components. 
In order not to spoil the readability of the figure by occluding it with 
text, the names are placed around the figure without overlapping it. 
Thin black lines (which we callieaders) connecting the names with 
their features accordingly guarantee that the reader can match names 
and features correctly. Following preceding research, we call this 
labeling technique externailabel placement. In this paper we present 
a flexible and versatile approach for external label placement in 
figures. We use medical drawings as running example, but occlusion
free label placements are also indispensable for the readability of 
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Figure 1: Drawing labeled by our approach (variant TSCH, 34 sec.). 
Source: Paulsen, Waschke, Sobotta Atlas Anatomie des Menschen, 
23.Auftage 2010 ©EIsevier GmbH, Urban & Fischer, München. 

other highly detailed figures as they occur for example in scientific 
publications, mechanieal engineering and maintenance manuals. 

Besides readability also the aestheties of the figures including 
their labelings playa central role in professional books. Each fig
ure and its labels are subject to book-specific design rules. Our 
approach stands out by its ability to support an easy integration of 
these specific design rules. It partieularly relies only on a few key 
assumptions that most figures with externailabel placement have 
in common. Other constraints and rules can easily be patched in 
according to demand. 

To validate our approach, we were in contact with both a layout 
artist and two editors of the human anatomy atlas Sobotta. Both the 
layout artist and the two editors stated that label placement is a me
chanical, but extensively time-consuming task that is mainly done by 
hand. The tool support basically comprises simple operations such 
as placing text boxes and drawing line segments. Based on medieal 
drawings annotated by the authors of the atlas for human anatomy, 
the layout artist creates the layout of each double page of the book. 
Using the annotated information, this includes arranging explanatory 
texts , figures, and labels around the figures. The interviewed layout 
artist stated that he needs about two hours to create the layout of a 
double page. Hereby, he spends a large portion of his time on label 
placement. Hence, with around 1200 figures in a single volume 
better tool support would clearly help in improving the process of 
creating such books. Further, with the upcoming applications on 
mobile devices, figures are deployed in differently scaled settings, 
whieh requires different externallabelings for the same figure. Then, 
at the latest, automatie approaches become inevitable. 

Related Work. Externallabeling algorithms have been inves
tigated both from a practieal and theoretieal point of view. The 
practical results aim for fast and simple approaches that support 
heuristie optimizations for multiple criteria. These approaches are 
often targeted for interactive systems requiring a fast label placement 
procedure making compromises concerning quality. For example 
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Hartmann et al. [13] and Ali et al. [1] both present models for 
external label placement listing a set of criteria concerning read
ability and aesthetics. They use these models to introduce simple 
force-based methods. Further strategies comprise iteratively rear
ranging labels [7], sequentially evaluating and placing labels by 
priority [12] or exploiting small spaces for label placement [10]. 
These approaches have in common that they are fast and simple, 
but quality guarantees can not be given. Hence, while they are cus
tomized to suit interactive systems, they can hardly serve as tools 
for a designer of professional books demanding complex design 
rules. Alternatively, the drawing criteria are transferred into an op
timization problem based on a sophisticated mathematical model. 
Typically, such problems are not solved exactly, but by local opti
mization approaches. For example Vollick et al. [25] model external 
label placement by means of energy functions and apply simulated 
annealing. Stein and Oecoret [22] use a simple greedy algorithm to 
find a solution for mathematical constraints. Further, Cmolfk and 
Bittner [26] employ a greedy optimization using a model based on 
fuzzy logic. Mogalle et al. [17] also applied greedy optimization. 
The applications range from the interactive exploration of volume il
lustrations [7], over automatically annotated 20 slices of segmented 
structures [18], up to labeling explosion diagrams in augmented 
reality [23,24]. 

In contrast, theoretical results mostly consider simple models, 
typically with one optimization criterion, e.g., minimizing the to
tal leader length . Bekos et al. [5] introduced the first such model. 
Typically, it is assumed that the point features to be labeled are 
contained in a rectangle R representing the boundary of the figure. 
The labels are placed outside that rectangle touching the boundary. 
It is assumed that the labels have uniform shapes and that their 
bounding boxes are already placed alongside R. Hence, the labeling 
problem basically becomes a geometric matching problem asking 
for a crossing-free assignment between the placed bounding boxes 
and the point features such that each point feature is connected with 
a unique bounding box by a leader. In a post-processing step the 
label texts are written into the bounding boxes, accordingly. This 
sub-problem of externallabeling is called boundary labeling. The 
preceding research mostly differs in the choice of the parameters. 
Typically, the type of the leaders is broken down into straight-line 
leaders [5,8, 11], L-shaped leaders [5,6, 16,20], S-shaped lead
ers [3,5,14] and leaders with a diagonal segment [4,6]. Further, the 
results distinguish between the number of sides on wh ich the labels 
may lie; on one, two or multiple sides of R. Typical optimization 
functions are minimizing the total leader length or minimizing the 
number of bends. Some of the approaches also allow general cost 
functions (e.g., [6]) applying dynamic programming. Recently, Fink 
and Suri [9] presented dynamic programming approaches for bound
ary labeling with uniform labels and rectangular boundaries using 
the four major leader types, which include straight-li ne leaders. For 
labels on two opposite sides of the rectangle, their approaches run 
in O(n I5 ) (fixed label candidates) and O(n27 ) (non-fixed label can
didates) time for straight-line leaders. A more detailed survey was 
recently given by Barth et al. [2], wh ich also comprises a user-study 
showing that straight-li ne leaders and L-shaped leaders outperform 
the other mentioned leader types concerning readability. While the 
results on boundary labeling are interesting from a theoretical per
spective, they are hardly applicable in realistic settings, where labels 
are not uniform and the boundary of the figure is not a rectangle. 

Our Contribution. Our approach bridges the gap between the 
practical and theoretical results. Like many of the theoretical results, 
it uses a clearly and mathematically defined model to guarantee pre
defined design rules. However, in contrast to preceding research our 
approach is significantly more flexible in adapting other constraints. 
After introducing some terminology (Sect. 2) we present an extensive 
list of drawing criteria for external label placement. Our list of 
criteria contains and refines the quality criteria listed in previous 

work [1,13] and identifies several more. We stress that, in contrast 
to previous work, our criteria are obtained directly from interviews 
with layout artists and editors of anatomical atlases. Moreover, 
we empirically verified the level of compliance with these criteria 
for 202 figures printed in the Sobotta [21] atlas (Sect. 3) using a 
semi-automatic quantitative analysis. 

Based on a reasonable subset of the most important criteria we 
introduce a flexible formal model for contour labeling, which is 
a generalization of boundary labeling (SecL 4). Afterwards we 
describe a basic dynamic programming approach that solves the 
mathematical problem optimally (Sect. 5). Our approach allows to 
include further drawing criteria both as hard and soft constraints, 
where hard constraints may not be violated at all and the compliance 
of soft constraints is rated by a cost function. Previous work rarely 
uses hard constraints and cannot easily include new hard constraints. 
Moreover, in contrast to previous algorithms that compute math
ematical optimal solutions, our approach also takes consecutively 
placed labels into account. At first glance this seems to be a small 
improvement, but in fact it is important to obtain an appealing label
ing where, for example, labels have regular distances or the angles of 
consecutive labels should be similar. Further, our approach supports 
labels of different sizes. Indeed, for each point feature, the user can 
pre-define a set of different label shapes, which do not need to be 
rectangles. This may be used to model different ways of text format
ting supporting single and multi-line labels. Further, the user may 
specify for each label an individual set of candidate positions that 
is used for the label placement procedure. Moreover, the user may 
mark areas that are not allowed to be overlapped by labels including 
their leaders. This is important to avoid undesired overlaps with the 
figure or to integrate the figure along with its labeling into a double 
page with explanatory text. The approach also allows to pre-define 
groups of labels that are placed consecutively, which is required 
when naming features that are semantically related. 

Our approach is not limited to the described features , but other 
criteria can be incorporated easily. The strength of our approach 
comes at the cost of a high asymptotic running time O(n8 ), where 
n describes the complexity of the input instance. Recently, Keil et 
al. [15] presented a similar general dynamic programming approach 
for computing an independent set in outerstring graphs, which can 
be utilized to solve contour labeling in O(n6 ) time for a general 
cost function rating individual labels; however, it cannot take joint 
costs of two consecutive labels into account. In contrast to Fink 
and Suri [9] our approach is significantly faster (O(n8 ) instead of 
O(n I5 ) and it supports non-uniform labels and more general shapes. 
With so me engineering (Sect. 6) we can solve realistically sized 
instances in adequate time and high layout quality as is shown in our 
evaluation (Sect. 7) on a large benchmark set of real-world instances. 

2 TERMINOLOGY 

An illustration with externallabeling consists of afigure as weil 
as a set of labels outside of the figure naming single point features 
of the figure. Hereby a label consists of a text box that lies outside 
of the figure and a line segment connecting the text box with its 
point feature; see Fig. 2. We call the line segment the leader and 
the point feature the sile of the label. More precisely, the text box 
is a rectangle containing a (possibly multi-line) text. Typically, the 
rectangle is not displayed, but it is used for the further description. 
We assurne that the leader of a label ends on the boundary of the 
text box; we call that point the port of the label. Aleader is directed 
from its site to its port. A label whose leader goes to the left is called 
a lefl label and a label whose leader goes to the right is called a right 
label. Analogously, a label is a top label (bottom label) if its leader 
goes upwards (downwards). The baseline of a bottom-right label is 
the horizontal half line that emanates from the bottom-right corner 
of the label's text box to the right. For a top-right label the baseline 
is the horizontal half line that emanates from the top-right corner 



Figure 2: Tenninology. The radial ordering is given by the numbers 
placed closely to the text boxes. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3: Drawing criteria. (a) Criterion G3 (b) Criterion 5 (c) Crite
rion T5, which is violated by the red middle label. (d) Criterion L4, 
which is violated by Label 4 and Label 5. 

of the label's text box to the right. The baselines for bottom-left 
and top-left labels are defined symmetrically. We define the slope 
of aleader is the clockwise angle (starting at 12 o'clock) between 
the leader and the vertical segment going through the connected 
site. Aleader of a labeling intersects the contour of the figure at 
its exil point; in case that aleader intersects a figure multiple times, 
we regard the intersection point closest to the port. Traversing the 
figure's boundary in clockwise order starting from the boundary's 
topmost point defines an ordering on the exit points of the leaders 
and accordingly on the labels; we call this the radial ordering of 
the labeling. Two labels are consecutive if one directly follows the 
other in the radial ordering. The labeling contour is the polygon that 
connects the ports of the labels in the given radial ordering. 

3 DRAWING CRITERIA 

We conducted interviews with domain experts (one layout artist 
and two editors of [21]) in order to extract a comprehensive set 
of important layout quality criteria as listed below. During these 
interviews, the experts explained how they typically proceed when 
labe!ing a si ngle illustration. Further, they were asked to list layout 
criteria that they explicitly take into account. The extracted formal 
criteria were subsequently discussed using example illustrations 
printed in Sobotta [21]. 

Drawing criteria tor sites. 
SI Shape. Sites are represented by small points in the drawing. 
S2 Position. The position of a site is prescribed by domain experts 

and can be assumed to be fixed and given with the input. 
S3 Type. Either a site has its own label, or multiple sites have the 

same label. In the latter ca se the leaders are bundled forking at a 
certain point; see Label 5 in Fig. 2. 

For simplicity, we assume that we only have sites of the first type, 
but with so me engineering our algorithms can also be adapted to 
the second case. Now consider an external labeling of a medical 
drawing. We have extracted the following criteria. 
General drawing criteria. 
GI Externality. The text boxes of the labels are placed outside the 

drawing in the available areas. 
G2 Planarity. To sustain readability, labels may not overlap or 

intersect each other. 
G3 Simple shape. The labeling contour should be simple avoiding 

turning points; see Fig. 3(a). 
G4 Lejt/right side. The radial order of a labeling can be partitioned 

into a sequence of left labels and a sequence of right labels. 
Consequently, the labeling contour can be partitioned into a left 
labeling contour and a rightlabeling contour. 

G5 Similarily. The labeling contour mimics the contour of the figure 
such that small "indentations" of the figure are not taken into 
account; see Fig. 3(b). 

G6 Grouping. Labels may be required by the designer to appear 
consecutively in the radial ordering of the labe!ing. 

Drawing criteria for text boxes. 
Tl Spacing. The vertical distances between text boxes are prefer

ably uniform. Distances less than the height of one text line 
should be avoided, but may be admissible if not preventable. 

TI Appearance. For all labels the same font is applied. Differ
ences in the importance of labels may be expressed by different 
emphasis (bold, italic). 

T3 Single/Multi line. If possible, a text box should consist of a 
single-line text. Only due to the avai lable space, text boxes may 
consist of multiple !ines. 

T4 Ports. For left (right) labels the port lies on the right (Jeft) edge 
of the text box in the vertical center of the first text !ine. 

T5 Staircase. Let el and e2 be two consecutive labels. Neither el 
nor e2 intersects the baseline of the other; see Fig. 3(c). 

Drawing criteria for leaders. 
LI Length. The part of aleader covering the figure should be 

(preferably) short. 
L2 Dislincliveness. Leaders running close together should not be 

parallel to avoid reader confusion. 
L3 Distance. Leaders preferably comply with a minimum distance 

to sites of other leaders. 
L4 Monotonicity. The slope of the leaders increases with respect to 

the radial ordering of the leaders; see Fig.3(d). 
Typically a labeling does not fully satisfy all these criteria, but 

criteria may contradict each other requiring appropriate comprises. 
For example requiring monotonicity (L4) may enlarge the total 
leader length, which confticts with criterion LI. Our approach is 
characterized by the fact that these compromises are not already 
made during the design of the labeling algorithm, but they lie in 
the hand of the layout artist applying the algorithm. Specifically, 
our approach only needs criteria S2, GI, G2, G4 and T5 as hard 
constraints not to be violated. Further, we assume that we are given 
a simple shape (G3) enclosing the figure and prescribing possible 
positions of ports. All other criteria are optional, but can be easily 
patched in as either hard or soft constraints as needed. Hereby the 
compliance of soft constraints is rated by means of a general cost 
function that can be defined when applying the algorithm. In our 
interviews the domain experts strongly emphasized the importance 
of G2 and G3. They further pointed out that labels should not be 
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placed behind other labels, wh ich we express by T5. We further 
analyzed 202 medical drawings of Sobotta [21] in a semi-automatic 
way. To that end we vectorized the images by extracting the text 
boxes, the leaders, the sites and the contour of the figure. More 
precisely, we computed the difference of two images showing the 
same object; one with labels and one without labels. From this 
difference we automatically extracted the contour of the figure, the 
text boxes and the ports of the leaders. The leaders were manually 
extracted. In case that a leader was connected to multiple sites, 
we have pragmatically extracted the leader only up to the first fork 
point p and placed a single site at this point. In case that p was 
not contained lF, we took the projection of p on the boundary of lF 
along the half-line from the port of A through p. The figures contain 
between 4 and 64 sites; see also Fig. 10. 

All of these examples satisfy SI, GI, G2, G4, and T4. Further, 18 
figures contain at least one set of labels that are explicitly grouped 
by a large curly brace (G6). Only a dwindling small percentage 
(0.4%) of all labels violate the staircase property (T5) and about 
6.2% violate monotonicity (L4). Since the other criteria are soft, we 
did not quantitatively check these in the semi-automatic analysis; 
yet, they are weIl founded in the conducted interviews. 

4 FORMAL MODEL 

We now describe a formal model for externailabel placement. We 
are given a simple polygon lF that describes the contour of the figure 
and contains n sites to be labeled. We denote the set of the sites 
by § and assume that the sites are in general position, i.e., no three 
sites are colinear' . For each site s E § we describe its labeP f. by a 
rectangle r and an oriented line segment A that starts at s and ends 
on the boundary of r. We call A the leader of f., r the text box of f., 
and the end point of A on r the port of f.. The other end point is the 
site of f. ; see Fig. 2. In the following we only consider labels whose 
text boxes satisfy T4. 

A set 2' of labels over § is called an externallabeling of (lF, §), if 
(1) 12'1 = I§I, (2) for each site s E § there is exactly one label in 2' 
that belongs to s, and (3) every text box of a label in 2' lies outside 
of lF. If no two labels in 2' intersect each other, 2' is planar. A 
labe\ing 2' is called a staircase labeling if it satisfies criterion T5. 

Let 2' be a planar labeling. Let f., , .. . , f.n be the labels of 2' in 
the radial ordering. For simplicity we define f.n+, := f. ,. The cost c 
of a labeling 2' is defined as c(2') = [7=1 c,(f. i ) + C2(f. i , f. i+ ,), 
where c, is a function assigning a cost to a single label f.i and C2 
is a function assigning a cost to two consecutive labels f. i and f. i+,. 
We note that in contrast to previous research the cost function also 
supports rating two consecutive labels, which is crucial to set labels 
in relation with each other. Given the cost function c, the problem 
EXTERNALLABELING then asks for a planar labe\ing 2' of (lF, §) 
that has minimum cost with respect to c, i.e., for any other plan ar 
labeling 2" of (lF, § ) it holds c(2') ::; c(2"). 

We consider the special case that the ports of the labels lie on a 
common contour enclosing lF. In contrast to classical boundary la
beling, which assumes a rectangular figure, this contour schematizes 
the shape of the figure with a certain offset; in Section 7 we shortly 
describe how to construct a reasonable contour. Thus, the contour 
describes the common silhouette formed by the labels. We assume 
that the contour is given as a simple polygon C enclosing lF. An 
externallabe\ing 2' is called a contour labeling if for every label 
of 2' its leader lies inside C and its port lies on the boundary ac 
of C. Since not every part of C's boundary may be suitable for 
the placement of labels, we require that the ports of the labels are 
contained in a given sub set lP' <;;; ac of candidate ports. If lP' is finite, 
the input instance hasfixed ports and otherwise sliding ports. 

IThis assumption can be met by slightly perturbing sites. 
2To ease presentation we define that the leader is a component of the 

label. In preceding research only the rectangle r is called label. 

Observation 1. In a planar contour labeling the ports of the labels 
induce the same radial ordering with respect to C as the exit points 
of the labels with respect to lF. 

A tuple ][ = (C, §, lP') is called an instance of contour labeling. 
The region of ][ is the region enclosed by C. We restrict ourselves to 
convex contours and clearly separated sites and text boxes as follows 
implementing Criteria GI and G3, respectively. 

Assumption 1. The contour C is convex and no text box of any 
label intersects the convex hull of§. 

For all of the 202 analyzed medical drawings it holds that no text 
box of any label intersects the convex hull of § . 

Due to the convexity of C, the contour can be uniquely split into a 
left and right side described by two maximal y-monotone chains CL 
and CR, respectively. The next assumption implements Criterion G4. 

Assumption 2. A left label has its port on CL and a right label has 
its port on C R. 

Given a cost function c, the problem CONTOURLABELING then 
asks for an (cost) optimal, planar staircase contour labe\ing 2' of 
(C, §,lP') with respect to c, i.e., far any other planar staircase contour 
labe\ing 2" of (C,§,lP') it holds that c(2') ::; c(2") . 

5 ALGORlTHMlC CORE 

In this section we describe how to construct the optimallabeling 2' 
of a given instance (C, §, lP') with respect to a given cost function c. 
To that end we apply a dynamic programming approach. The basic 
idea is that any optimal contour labeling can be recursively decom
posed into a set of sub-Iabe\ings inducing disjoint sub-instances. As 
we show later, these sub-instances are specially formed ; we call them 
convex sub-instances. We further show that any such sub-instance 
can be described by a constant number of parameters over § and 
lP'. Hence, enumerating all choices of these parameters, we can 
enumerate in polynomial time all possible convex sub-instances that 
an optimallabe\ing may consist of. For each such sub-instance we 
compute the cost of an optimal labe\ing reusing the results of already 
computed values of smaller sub-instances. In this way we obtain the 
value of the optimal labeling for the given instance. Summarizing, 
our approach consists of four steps. 

STEP 1. Compute all possible convex sub-instances by enumerat
ing all possible choices defined over § and lP'. 

STEP 2. In increasing order of the number of contained sites, 
compute the optimal cost for each convex sub-instance ][. More 
precisely, to compute the optimal cost of ][ consider all possibilities 
how ][ can be composed of at most two smaller convex sub-instances. 

STEP 3. Consider all possibilities how the input instance can be 
described by a convex sub-instance. Among these, take the convex 
sub-instance with optimal cost. 

STEP 4 . Starting with the resulting sub-instance of STEP 3, 
apply a standard backtracking approach for dynamic programming 
to construct the corresponding labe\ing with optimal costs. 

In the remainder of this section we explain the approach in more 
detail. In Section 5.1 , we first prove some structural properties on 
contour labelings. These properties are crucial for the dynamic 
programming approach, which we describe in Section 5.2. Due to 
space constraints we omit all formal proofs; they are contained in 
the full version of this paper [19]. 

5.1 Structural Properties of Contour Labelings 

The intersection of two labels is characterized by three types: the 
two leaders intersect, the two text boxes intersect or the leader of 
one label intersects the text box of the other label. The following 
lemma allows us to find plan ar labe\ings by avoiding leader-leader 
intersections and intersections between two consecutive labels. 



Figure 4: Decomposition in convex instance][' (blue) and concave 
instance][" (orange). (a) Illustration of basic definitions. (b) Type A 
instance with k > 2. (c) Type B instance with k > 2. (d) Capstone 
instance. 

Lemma 1. Let][ be an instance of CONTOURLABELING and let 5t' 
be a staircase contour labeling of][. !f no pair of leaders intersect 
and ifno two consecutive labels intersect, then 5t' is planar. 

In the following, we show that each instance can be subdivided 
into a finite set of sub-instances of three types. We describe a sub
instance by a simple polygon that consists of two polylines. One 
polyline is part of the original contour IC and the other polyline 
consists of a convex chain of sites and two leaders. More pre
cisely, assurne that we are given a convex chain K = (SI, . · . ,Sk) 
of sites with k 2: 2 and the two non-intersecting labels e l and ek 
of SI and sk, respectively; see Fig. 4(a). The directed polyline 
K' = (PI ,SI,··· ,SbPk) splits the polygon IC into two polygons IC' 
and 1C", where PI and Pk are the ports of e l and eb respectively. 
We consider the order of the sites such that we meet PI before Pk 
when going along the contour of IC in clockwise-order starting at 
the top of IC. Further, going along K' we denote the sub-polygon to 
the left of K' by IC' and to the right of K' by 1C". With respect to the 
direction of K', the sub-polygon IC' is counter-clockwise oriented, 
while 1C" is clockwise oriented. Further, 1C" contains the top point of 
IC. We define that IC' contains the sites S2, . . . , Sk- I, while 1C" does 
not contain them. 

Thus, the polyline K' partitions the instance (1C,§,lP') into two 
sub-instances ][' = (1C',§' ,lP" ) and ][" = (IC" ,§" , JP"') such that 
(1) § ' U§" = § \ {SI ,Sk} and JP" UlP'" = lP'\ {pI , pk}' 
(2) the sites of § ' lie in IC' or on K and the sites of §" lie in the 

interior of 1C" , 
(3) the ports of lP" lie on the boundary of IC' and the ports of lP'" lie 

on the boundary of 1C". 
Note that the sites SI , Sk and the ports PI, Pk neither belong to ][' nor 
to ][11, because they are already used by the fixed labels el and ek. 
We call (e I , eb K) , which defines the polyline K', the separator of 
IC' and IC" . For two sub-instances we say that they are dis joint if the 
interiors of their regions are disjoint. 

In the following, we only consider sub-instances in which the 
convex chain K lies to the right of the line I through SI and sk 
pointing towards sk from SI ; we will show that these are sufficient for 
decomposing any instance. Put differently, the chain K is a convex 
part of the boundary of IC' and a concave part of the boundary of 1C". 
We call ][' a convex sub-instance and ][" a concave sub-instance. 

The line I splits 1C" into three regions AI, A2 and A3; see Fig. 4(a). 
LetA2 be the region to the right of I and let Aland A3 be the regions 
to the left of I such that A I is adjacent to the leader of el and A3 is 
adjacent to the leader of ek. Depending on the choice of el and eb 
the regions Aland A3 mayor may not exist. We call 1C" the exterior 
of IC' and vice versa. We distinguish the following convex instances. 
(A) A convex instance has type A if there is a site S E A I such that 

e l and the half-line h emanating from S through SI separates K 
from the sites in 1C"; see Fig 4(b). 

(B) A convex instance has type B if there is a site S E A3 such that 
ek and the half-li ne h emanating from S through Sk separates K 
from the sites in 1C" ; see Fig 4( c). 

For both types the chain K is uniquely defined by the choice of el , ek 
and s. Thus, type A and type B instances are uniquely defined by e l , 
ek and s; we denote these instances by ][A [eI ,ebs] and ][B [eI ,ek,s], 
respectively. We call S the support point of the instance. In case that 
1C" is empty, the chain K is already uniquely defined by el and ek and 
we write ][A [e I , eb 1..] and ][B [e I , eb 1..] . Hence, we can enumerate all 
such instances by enumerating all possible tri pies consisting of two 
labels and one site. Since each label is defined by one port and one 
site, we obtain O( I§1 3 jlP'1 2) instances in total. Note that instances of 
type Bare symmetric to type A instances. 

For k = 2 the chain consists of the sites SI and S2 and the support 
point is superfluous; such an instance is solely defined by the labels 
el and e2 of SI and S2 , respectively. We call these instances capstone 
instances and denote them by ][c [e I, e2 ]; see Fig. 4(d). 

We now show that any labeling can be composed into instances 
of these three types. We say that an instance is empty if its set § 
of sites is empty. For a labeling 5t' of an instance ][ we write 5t'lnl 

for the labeling 5t" <;;; 5t' that is restricted to the sites and ports of 
the sub-instance ][' of][ . Let (e l , ebK) denote the separator of]['. 
For a labeling 5t" of a sub-instance ][' we require that any leader 
of any label e in 5t" lies in the contour of the sub-instance not 
intersecting the separator (the sites S2 , ... ,sk-I are excluded from 
this restriction). In that case we say that e is contained in ]['. We 
further emphasize that the labels el and ek are contained in 5t" , but 
they are fixed describing the contour of ][' so that their sites and ports 
do not belong to the sites and ports of ][', respectively. The next 
lemma states how to decompose type A and type B instances into 
smaller type A, type B and capstone instances. Fig. S(a) illustrates 
Ca se (i). Case (ii) is symmetric to Case (i). 

Lemma 2. Let ][ be a convex instance wirh separator (eI ,ebK = 
(SI, ... , Sk)) and k > 2. Further, let 5t' be a planar labeling of ][. 

(i) !f ][ has type A, the label e2 E 5t' of S2 splits ][ into the dis joint 
sub-instances ][' = ][de l ,e2] and ][" = ][A [e2 ,ek,SIl such that 
any label e E 5t' is contained in ][' or ][" . 

c(5t') = c(5t' lllc lf l /21) + c(5t' lnA lf21bS d) - CI (e2) 

(ii) If ][ has type B, the label ek- I E 5t' of Sk- I splits ][ into 
the two dis joint sub-instances ][' = ][dek- I ,ed and ][" = 
][B [e I, ek- I , Sk ] such that any label e E 5t' is contained in ][' 
or ][". 

The convex sub-instances ][' and ][" of the previous lemma contain 
fewer sites than ][. Thus, recursively applying Lemma 2 decomposes 
][ into a set of type A and type Binstances until all instances are 
capstone instances. The next lemma states how to decompose cap
stone instances into sm aller type A, type Band capstone instances. 
Fig. S(b) illustrates Case (ii), Fig. S(c) illustrates Case (iii), Case (iv) 
is symmetric to Case (iii) and Fig. S(d) illustrates Case(v). 

Lemma 3. Let ][ = ][del ,e2] be a capstone instance with separator 
(eI ,e2,K = (SI ,S2) ). Further, let 5t' be a planar labeling of ][. One 
of the following statements applies for ][. 
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Figure 5: Decomposition of a convex instance I[ (dashed polygon). 
(a) Type A instance with k > 2 is decomposed into capstone in
stance 1[' and type A instance 1[" . (b) Capstone instance is decom
posed into two smaller capstone instances. (c)- (d) Capstone instance 
is decomposed into type A and type B instances. 

(i) The instance I[ is empty. 

(ii) There is a label f in 2' such that any label in 2' is contained 
in one 0/ the two dis joint capstone instances I[c[f I, f] and 
l[c[f,f2] . 

(iii) There is a label f E 2' S.t. any label in 2' is contained in 
I[A[f l ,f, S2 ]. 

(iv) There is a label f E 2' S.t. any label in 2' is contained in 
I[B[f,hsl]' 

(v) There are labels f,t E 2' with f cl t S.t. any label in 2' is 
contained in eitherITA [f l ,f,S2] orITB[f',f2 ,stl. 

c(2') = c(2'IUA lf l l ,S2]) + c(2' IUB lf',f"sd) + C2 (f,f') 

Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 describe how to decompose an arbitrary 
convex sub-instance I[ into a set of empty capstone instances. The 
next lemma implies that any labeling of any instance I[ of CON
TOURLABELING can be decomposed into empty capstone instances. 

Lemma 4. Let I[ be an instance 0/ CONTOURLABELING and let 
2' be a planar labeling 0/ 1[. The first leader fand the last leader t 
in the radial ordering 0/2' define a type A instance 1[' = I[A [f, t,..1 ] 
such that the exterior 0/1[' is empty and c(2') = c(2'l u1 ) + c2(f,t) . 

5.2 Dynamic Programming 
Applying the results of the previous section we present a dynamic 
programming approach that solves CONTOURLABELING with fixed 
ports optimally. For type A, type Band capstone instances the 

Figure 6: Illustration of Lemma 4 Figure 7: Illustration of Bundles. 

approach creates the three tables TA, TB and Tc storing the optimal 
costs of the considered instances, respectively. We call an instance 
valid if the two labels f land f k defining the separator do not intersect 
and comply with T5. 

STEP 1. We compute all valid instances of type A and type B, 
and all valid capstone instances. 

STEP 2. We compute the optimal costs for all convex sub
instances. Let I[ be the currently considered instance of size i 2 0 
with separator (fl ,fkoK = (SI, ' " ,Sk))' where the size of I[ is the 
number of sites contained in 1[; recall that SI and Sk do not belong 
to 1[. Considering the instances in non-decreasing order of their sizes, 
we can assume that we have already computed the optimal costs for 
all convex instances with size less than i. We distinguish the two 
main cases k = 2 and k > 2. 

Case k = 2. The instance I[ forms the capstone instance I[c[f l ,f2] . 
Let SI and S2 be the sites of f l and f2, respectively. Following 
Lemma 3 we apply five steps. 
(1) If l[c[f l ,f2] is not empty, we set WI := = and otherwise 

(2) We consider every si te s in l[c[f l ,f2] such that the separating 
triangle ~(Sl ,S2,S) lies in the region of][ and does not contain 
any other site. For all such sites we determine each label can
didate f that partitions I[ into valid disjoint capstone instances 
I[c [f I, f ] and I[c [f, f 2]. Let D denote the set of all those labels. 

(3) We determine every label f of I[c [f I, f2] such that every site of I[ 
lies in I[A [f l ,f, S2 ]. Let D denote the set of those labels. 

(4) We determine every label f of I[c [f l , f2 ] such that every site of I[ 
lies in I[B [f,f2,stl . Let D denote the set of those labels. 

(5) We determine every pair (f,t) of intersection-free labels of 
I[c[f I, f2] such that every site ofIT[f I, f2] lies in I[A [f I, f, S2 ] or 
I[B [t ,f2, stl. Let D denote the set of those pairs labels. 

In any of the above cases we choose the labels of the candidate set 
D such that the considered instances are valid. Further, if D is empty 
in sub-step (i) , we set Wi := = (2 ::; i ::; 5). We set Tc[fl ,f2] := 
minl <i<S{wd· 

Casek > 2. Following Lemma 2 we distinguish two sub-cases. 
If I[ is a type A instance I[A[fl,fko s] (where possibly s = ..1), we 



determine every possible label f for site S2. Let D be the set of those 
labels. If D is empty, we set TA [f I, f b s] := 00 and otherwise 

If 1I has type B, we analogously define D for Sk-I . If D is empty, we 
set TB [f l ,fbs] := 00 and otherwise 

In any of the cases above we call the elements in D the descendants 
of the given instance. 

STEP 3. After computing the optimal costs of all convex instances, 
we enumerate all possible choices (f,f' ) of first and last labels in 
the radial ordering. Let D denote the set of those choices. By 
Lemma 4 any choice (f , f') E D forms a convex type A instance 
lI' = lIA [f , f' , 1.-J. Hence, the optimal cost OPT(lI) oflI are 

OPT(lI) = min TA [f,f',..l] +c2(f, f'). 
(f ,f') ED 

Recall that if the convex chain K of lI' has length 2, then we have 
lI' = lIc[f,f' ] and therefore TA [f,f',..l] = Tc[f,f'] . If OPT(lI) = 00, 

we return that 1I does not admit a contour labeling. 
STEP 4. Also storing the according descendants for each in

stance, we apply a standard backtracking approach for dynamic 
programming to obtain the corresponding labeling .2. 

Theorem 1. For an instance 1I = (C,§,lP') contour labeling, the 
problem CONTOURLAB ELING can be solved in O( I§14 1lP'1 4 ) time. 

The criteria mentioned in Section 3 can be easily patched into the 
approach. If a criterion should become a hard constraint not to be 
violated, we simply exclude any sub-instance violating this specific 
criterion. For example, to enforce monotonicity (L4) we remove any 
sub-instance whose defining labels violate this criterion. Similarly, 
if the criterion should become a soft-constraint, we do not exclude 
the sub-instance, but include its compliance with this criterion into 
its cost- provided that it can be modeled by the cost functions CI or 
C2. This is true for all criteria listed in Section 3. 

6 ALGORITHM ENGINEERING 

Initial experiments showed that a naive implementation of the dy
namic programming approach does not yield reasonable running 
times, wh ich matches the high asymptotic running limes. In this 
section, we therefore describe how the approach can be implemented 
efficiently to prevent these problems for instances of realistic input 
sizes of ISI ::; 70. 

6.1 Bundling 

Instead of considering each possible label individually, we bundle 
labels and redefine the different types of instances based on bundles 
instead of single labels. More precisely, consider two labels f land 
f2 of the same site s such that f l precedes f 2 in the radial ordering; 
see Fig. 7. Let PI and P2 be the ports of fl and f 2, respectively. 
Further, let R be the region enclosed by f l , f 2 and the part of the 
contour C that lies between PI and P2 (going in clockwise direction 
around C). We call f l and f 2 equivalenl if the region R does not 
contain any site. Hence, fl can be süd along C to f2 without passing 
any other site. A bundle of s is a set B of labels of s that are pairwise 
equivalent. A set Bis maximal if there is no bundle B' with B <;; B'. 
We order the labels according their radial ordering. To ease the 
description we assume without loss of generality that there is no 
bundle that contains the top point of C; we can splil bundles at the 
top point of C, if necessary. 

As presented in Section 5.1 we describe a sub-instance lIA[f,f',t ] 
(lIB[f, f',t ], lIc[f, f']) by two labels f and f' and by a support point t. 

We now generalize this concept to bundles. For two bundles Band 
B' oftwo sites s and s' the instance set ISA [B,B' ,t ] contains every 
instance lIA [f, f', t] with f E Band f' E B'. We analogously define 
the sets ISB and Isc- Using these instance sets, we speed up the 
steps of our algorithm without losing optimality as folIows. 

STEP 1. Instead of creating every instance of every type, we 
create all possible instance sets ISA, ISB and ISc based on the 
maximal bundles of the input instance. We note that we do not 
compute the instance sets explicitly, but each such set Is is uniquely 
described by the two labels that occur first and last in Is with respect 
to the radial ordering. Since any two instances of an instance set 
contain the same sites, we only compute these contained sites once 
per instance set. We further exclude any instance set that does not 
perrnit a labeling at all. To that end, we test whether there is enough 
space along the enclosed contour for all labels. 

STEP 2 & STEP 3. Instead of computing the optimal cost for 
each individual instance, we iteratively compute lower and upper 
bounds of the optimal cost of the instance sets and refine these until 
we obtain the optimal cost. 

More precisely, in each iteration we compute for each instance 
set Is a lower bound L and an upper bound U for the optimal costs 
of the instances in IS, i.e., for each instance 1I E IS it holds L ::; 
OPT(lI) ::; U. To that end we define for two bundles Band B' the 
cost functions CI and C2 as folIows. 

CI (B) = (minci (f ), maxcI (f)) 
CE B f EB 

c2(B,B') = ( min c2(f,f' ) , max c2(f, f')) 
f EB,f' EB' CE B,f'EB' 

Interpreting the result of CI (B) and c2(B, B') as two-dimensional 
vectors we compute the tables TA , TB and Tc in the same manner as 
before, but this time we use instance sets instead of instances and 
bundles instead of single labels. We analogously adapt STEP 3. 

Hence, we obtain for each instance set lower and upper bounds. 
In particular we obtain a lower bound Land an upper bound (j for 
the given input instance. In case that L = 00, the input instance does 
not admit a labeling and we can abort the algorithm. Otherwise, 
we collect all instance sets of STEP 3 whose lower bound does not 
exceed (j and start a standard backtracking procedure to collect all 
instance sets whose lower bound does not exceed (j. Any other in
stance set is omitted, because it cannot be part ofthe optimal solution. 
Afterwards, we split each bundle B into two half-sized bundles BI 
and B2 , i.e., let fl , . . . ,fh be the labels in B with respect to the radial 
ordering. We then set BI = {fl , . . . ,fm } and B2 = {f1ll+1, · . . ,fh} 
where m = l ~ J. Thus, based on those new bundles we obtain new 
corresponding instance sets . We start the next iteration with the 
newly created instance sets. 

We repeat this procedure until each bundle contains exactly one 
label. Thus, the bounds Land (j equal the optimal cost of the input 
instance. Doing backtracking we construct the according labeling. 

6.2 Shells 

We now describe two adaptations that further accelerate the approach. 
In contrast to the previous section these techniques do not necessarily 
preserve optimality. In Section 7 we show that in practice our 
heuristics ac hieve near-optimal solutions in reasonable time. 

We observe that leaders typically point outwards without passing 
through the center of the figure; see Fig. 8(a). This guarantees short 
leader lengths and leaders fit in the overall appearance of the figure. 
We use this as folIows. Based on the contour C we construct a set of 
offset polygons in the interior of C such that they have a pre-defined 
distance to each other; see Fig. 8(a). We call these polygons shells. 
The level of a shell is the number of shells containing that shell and 
the level of a site is the level of the innermost shell containing s. 

We require for every site that its leader does not intersect a shell 
with higher level. Hence, we can exclude any label that violates this 
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Figure 8: Shells (blue). (a) The label f. does not directly strive 
outwards and disturbs the overall appearance of the drawing. (b) No 
label candidate f.' of Si can intersect the separating triangle ß(SI ,S2 ,S) 
without intersecting a shell of higher level. 

Contour & Shells Original 

OPT (10 sec.), CH (7 sec.) SCH (2 sec.), TSCH (1 sec.) 

Figure 9: OPT and CH as weil as SCH and TSCH produced the 
same labelings, respectively. Source: Paulsen, Waschke, Sobotta 
Atlas Anatomie des Menschen, 23.Auflage 2010 ©Elsevier GmbH, 
Urban & Fischer, München. 

requirement. The more shells are used the more labels are excluded 
improving the running time. However, it also becomes more likely 
that the optimal labeling gets lost. In our experiments we have 
chosen the shells such that less than 0.9% of the labels in handmade 
drawings violate this property; see also Section 7. 

We further speed up Step 2(2). To that end let lIc [f. I , f.2 l be the 
currently considered capstone instance and let SI and S2 be the sites 
of f. 1 and f.2, respectively. Further, let D be the set of descendants. 
We only consider descendants that have a level that is at least as high 
as the level of SI and S2. If such descendants do not exist, we take 
those with highest level. In case that the shells are convex and nested 
this particular adaption does not have any impact on the achievable 
cost, because for any such site S the tri angle ß(SI ,S2 ,S) is contained 
in the shell of SI, S2 or s. It therefore cannot be intersected by any 
leader of a descendant with a site that has a lower level; see Fig. 8(b). 

6.3 Miscellaneous 
We can further speed-up the approach as folIows. 

SIMPLE-INSTANCES. Initial experiments showed that non
capstone instances are more of theoretical interests proving the 
optimality of the approach, but typically the optimallabeling can be 
decomposed into capstone instances. Hence, it lends itself to only 
consider capstone instances; particularly Step 2(3)- (5) are omitted. 
The asymptotic running time remains the same, because handling 
capstone instances dominates the running time. 

ONE-SIDED-INSTANCES. Assuming criterion G4 we can apply 
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Figure 10: Quality. Each column represents one figure broken 
down into the labelings computed by the algorithm OPT (blue 
rectangle), CH (green disk), SCH (pink diamond) or TSCH (or
ange triangle). X-axis: The figures are sorted by their number 
of sites in increasing order. Y-axis: not solved: Labelings that 
could not be constructed. not optimal: Cost ratio of non-optimal 
labelings. optimal: Any labeling 2'A with C(2'A) = c(2'OPT)' 
Hereby A E {CH, SCH , TSCH, OPT} . Symbols of labelings vi
olating monotonicity (L4) are enlarged and stabbed by a dashed 
verticalline. 

the following speed-up technique preserving the optimality of our 
approach. Consider a capstone instance 1Ic[f.I , f.2 l such that both 
labels f. 1 and f.2 are right labels. Let D be the descendants computed 
in Step 2(2). Indeed we only need to consider the descendants in D 
with the leftmost site S among all those descendants. It preserves 
optimality, because no descendant in D of any other site can intersect 
the separating triangle ß( SI , S2 , s); due to criterion G4 they all lie 
to the right of the vertical !ine through s. Here SI and s2 are the 
sites of f. 1 and f.2. Symmetrically, we can apply the same technique 
for left labels f.1 and f.2 and the descendants with the rightmost site 
among all descendants in D. The asymptotic running time remains 
the same, because handling capstone instances with left and right 
labels dominates the running time. 

SMALL-TRIANGLES. Computing the set D of descendants of 
a capstone instance 1Ic[f. I, f.2l in Step 2(2), any site S in 1Ic[f. I,f.2l 
is considered that forms an empty separating triangle ß(SI ,S2,S), 
Hereby SI and S2 are the sites of f. 1 and f.2 . For this speed-up tech
nique we only consider the site S with smallest triangle ß(SI ,S2,S) 
among those sites reducing the number of descendants in D. This 
improves the asymptotic running time by a factor of O(n). 

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

We have implemented a prototype of our approach incorporating the 
speed-up techniques of Section 6. For simplicity we constructed the 
contour of the figure based on its convex hull H, i .e., the contour C 
is an exterior offset polygon of H with distance of 25 pixels. More 
sophisticated approaches can be applied [25]. Similarly, the shells 
are interior offset polygons of the contour having distance of 70 
pixels to the next shell. Both choices are ad-hoc values that mimic 
handmade drawings, but a designer may select them depending on 
the actual figure. Further, we placed ports by sampling the contour 
every 10 pixels. 

The implemented algorithm uses bundles, the speed-up of one
sided instances, and parallelizes Step 1; see Sect. 6. We distinguish 
the following variants of our algorithm: 

1. OPTIMAL (OPT): No further speed-up techniques. 
2. CAPSTONE-HEURISTIC (CH): Restricted to capstones. 
3. SIMPLE-SHELL-HEURISTIC (SCH): Same as CH, but also 

shells are applied. 
4. TRIANGLE-HEURISTIC (TSCH): Same as SCH, but also 

including SMALL-TRIANGLES. 
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Figure 11 : Running time in seconds (log. scale) . Each column 
represents one figure broken down into the labelings computed by 
the algorithm OPT (blue rectangle), CH (green disk) , SCH (pink 
diamond) or TSCH (orange triangle). X-axis: The figures are sorted 
by their number of sites in increasing order. 

The implementation was done in C++ and compiled with GCC 4.8.5 
using optimization level 02. Further, unless specified otherwise, the 
experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon E5-l630v3 processor 
clocked at 3.7 GHz, with 128 GB of RAM. 

We used the 202 extracted medical drawings as input data. For 
reasonably defining the cost functions Cl and C2, we first created six 
labelings for each of five selected figures. These labelings varied in 
the choice of minimum label distances, as weil as enforcing mono
tonicity (L4) or not. We discussed these 30 labelings with a domain 
expert. She confirmed that monotonicity is an important criterion to 
obtain balanced labelings and rated the labelings best where labels 
with less than 30 pixels distance were penalized. Smaller and larger 
penalty thresholds were rated worse. Further, the expert emphasized 
that leaders should not run past sites too closely. Figures 1 and 9 
show two example illustrations labeled with our algorithms; further 
example illustrations are found in [19]. 

The analysis of handmade labelings also supports monotonicity: 
93.8% of the labels satisfy this property. For about 70% of the test 
instances violating monotonicity, the violation was less than 10° in 
maximum. About 93% of these instances have at most 5 violations. 

We incorporated these findings into the cost function as folIows. 
Let M be a big constant. Any label candidate and any instance with 
cost at least M is excluded. In our experiments we set M = 109 . The 
cost function Cl takes the leader's length and the smallest distance to 
sites into account. More precisely, any candidate label whose leader 
is three times longer than the shortest possible leader for the same 
site is exc1uded. Hence, sites located close to the contour of the 
figure have short leaders, while sites in the center of the figure a re 
not affected by this exclusion at all. Let e be a label candidate and A 
be the leader of e. If the distance d of A to any site (not connected to 
A) is less than 10 pixels, we set Cl (e) = length(A)2 + M / (100· d) 
and otherwise CI (e) = length (A)2 . Hence, we penalize both long 
leaders as wellieaders that c10sely run past a site. 

We define C2 as folIows. Let e l and e2 be a pair of possible 
consecutive label candidates. We set C2(e l ,e2) = M if el and e2 
violate monotonicity by more than 10°, exc1uding these pairs. For 
smaller violations we set C2(el ,e2) = M / 6 + cv, which effectively 
allows at most 5 of these violations in total. If el and e2 satisfy 
monotonicity, we set C2(e l ,e2) = cv. Here, Cv is the cost caused by 
the vertical distance dv of el 's and e2 's text boxes: If el and e2 lie 
on different sides of C, we set Cv = O. Otherwi se, if the vertical 
distance dv is less than 5 pixels, we set Cv = M excluding these pairs. 
If 5 '5, dv < 30 pixels, we set Cv = M / (100 · dv ) penalizing too sm all 
distances, and in all other cases C v = O. 

Quality. To analyze the quality of the labelings constructed by 
CH, SCH and TSCH, we compare the cost ratio C(2'A) / C(2'OPT), 
where 2'OPT is created by OPT and 2'A is created by the variantA E 

Figure 12: Illustrations with originallabelings. Due to the choice of 
the contour (red), both instances could not be solved by our approach. 
Source: Paulsen, Waschke, Sobotta Atlas Anatomie des Menschen, 
23.Auftage 2010 ©EIsevier GmbH, Urban & Fischer, München. 

{CH , SCH , TSCH} ; see Fig. 10. About 73% (CH), 56% (SCH) 
and 53% (TSCH) of the labelings achieve optimal costs. For 90% 
of the figures, the algorithms achieve labelings whose costs are at 
most a factor of 1.06 (CH), 1.75 (SCH) and 1.99 (TSCH) worse 
than the optimal costs. Only for two figures no valid solution could 
be computed, because their contour was too small to host all labels; 
see Fig. 12. In particular, the bottom sides ofthe contours are almost 
horizontal, which means that too many labels must be placed along 
the left and right side of the contour. The designer of the original 
labeling avoided this problem by breaking design rule T5. 

For the majority of the figures monotone labelings (criteria L4) 
were created. Only for one figure none of the algorithms could create 
a monotone labeling. For two further figures SCH and TSCH could 
not create monotone labelings, while the other two approaches did. 
Finally, for one figure only TSCH did not create a monotone figure. 

A consulted domain expert stated that the created labelings would 
be highly useful as initial labeling for the remaining process of 
laying out the figure. According to the expert, the labelings already 
have high quality and would require only minor changes, due to 
aesthetic reasons. These can be hardly expressed as general criteria, 
but rely on the expertise of the designer. Altogether, the domain 
expert assessed our algorithm to be a tool of great use that could 
reduce the working load of a designer significantly. 

Running Time. The average running limes of our algorithms 
range between 7 seconds (TSCH) and 346 seconds (OPT); see 
Fig. 10. The variants SCH and TSCH are remarkably faster than 
OPT; see Fig. 10. On average they achieve a speedup by a factor of 
8.4 and 23.0, respectively. For so me figures, TSCH and SCH even 
achieve a speed up of 198 and 76. Further, TSCH and SCH never 
exceeded 62 and 312 seconds, respectively. On average TSCH is 
by a factor 2.5 faster than SCH; in maximum by a factor of 7.1. 
The variant CH only slightly improves OPT by a factor of 1.4 on 
average and 3.7 in maximum. 

Since OPT has a high memory consumption, we ran the experi
ments on a server with 128 GB RAM. When such a system is not 
available, SCH and TSCH are appropriate alternatives for OPT, 
because they use significantly less memory, are fast and mostly pro
duce labelings of high quality. To assess the applicability of the 
approaches in a typical setting, we ran both SCH and TSCH on an 
ordinary laptop with an Intel Core i7-3520M CPU clocked at 2.9 
GHz and 8 GB of RAM. In comparison to the previous setting, SCH 
and TSCH are slower by a factor of 1.24 and 1.22 in maximum, 
respectively. On average SCH needs 28 seconds and TSCH needs 
8 seconds . Within 27 (94) minutes the labelings of all 202 figures 
were produced by TSCH (SCH); in contrast, a domain expert stated 
that creating a labeling for a figure with about 50 sites by hand may 
easily take 30 minutes. 

8 DISCUSSION 

The evaluation shows that our approach computes high-quality la
belings for the vast majority of instances in short time. While OPT 
and CH are mainly useful for evaluating our approach, SCH and 
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TSCH can be deployed in practice. If quality is more important than 
running time, SCH is preferable and otherwise TSCH. 

Only for two illustrations we could not create any labelings due 
to the chosen contour. To avoid this problem one could incorporate 
more sophisticated procedures for creating the contour. However, we 
refrained from this, because we were mainly interested in evaluating 
the performance of our dynamic programming approach. Alter
natively, the designer could appropriately adapt the contour in an 
interaction step. 

Further, one can relax the convexity assumption in practice allow
ing more general contours. The cases when overlaps of text boxes 
may occur for non-convex contours are pathological. This further 
enhances the possibility to integrate interaction with the user, who 
could adapt the contour on demand. In most cases the running times 
of TSCH are sufficient for interactive editing, which is necessary 
for laying out professional books; for real-time scenarios (e.g., label
ing images of ongoing surgeries) the performance of our approach 
needs further improvement. Identifying more rules for excluding 
unnecessary instances is one possibility to speed up the procedure. 

Although the produced labelings already have high quality, we 
can improve on them by applying post-processing steps, e.g., fix the 
order of the labels and restart the dynamic programming approach 
on a larger set of ports to do fine-tuning on the label placement. 
More sophisticated post-processing steps are future work. 

Similarly, for labeling the same image in different scales, one 
could, based on a large-scale master labeling, penalize changes in 
the radial ordering of the labels in other scales. Pre-computing 
the labelings for all given scales in that way, one minimizes layout 
changes between different zoom levels , which can be useful for 
interactive views. A detailed evaluation is also future work. 

Finally, our approach supports a one-to-one correspondence be
tween labels and sites. To also support multiple sites per label, 
one could create multiple leader candidates having different fork 
points. Excluding them mutually, this yields a simple adaption of our 
original approach. The main research questions is then to identify 
appropriate candidate positions for the fork points. 

9 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented a t1exible model for contour labeling, 
which we validated through interviews with domain experts and 
a semi-automatic analysis on handmade labelings. With some en
gineering the developed dynamic programming approach can be 
used to generate labelings of high quality in short time. The pre
sented approach is particularly interesting for creating labelings of 
large collections of figures that must follow the same design mIes; a 
prominent example are figures in atlases of human anatomy. 

In contrast to externallabeling heuristics (e.g. , [1 , 13]), our full 
approach provides mathematically optimal, exact solutions. More
over, we can use these optimal solutions to assess the performance 
of our faster heuristics quantitatively in terms of the cost ratio. Com
pared to other exact labeling algorithms (e.g. [5,6]), our optimization 
model supports more general contours, non-uniform label shapes, 
and the flexible integration of additional soft and hard constraints. 
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